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I.

Il semole évident que toute innovation technique, in-

troduite dans le système de la production, doit avoir pour

conséquences des transformations oudes perturbations d'ordre

¿0 nomi que et social, lais quels sont exactement les effets

que l'on peut considérer comme inévitaoles au "normaux" chaque

fois qu'une talle inrovation est réalisée ?

L'étudz de cas vartieculiers n'a guère contribué à ré-

souäre la quesvion et á lui donner une réponse satisfaisante.

Toute fois, l'ampleur et la sisnification de certains phénomè-

nes sont confirmées par de nomorsuses observations récentes;

nous pouvons extraire'de celles-ci d'utiles indications, pour

tracer l'esquisseo Dréliîminaire d'une étude qui mérite d'être

art donrée la erande actualité du sujst, saC
Epoussée a fond é

complexité et ses connexions avec de nombreux problèmes d'or-

dre théorique st pratique.

Ll.

Deux phénomènes sorbent distinguer nettement "l'épo-

que industrielle" de toutes les formes de civilisation que

l'humanité a con.ues pré 3608010981 En premier lieu, les procé-

dés de fabricatio: se matifiont sans cesse, dans chaque indus-

trie, se perfactionuent "évolsent", de sorte qu'a des inter-

valles (qui ss font toujours plus rapprochés) 1 'ontililago est

renouvelé et soute l'orca:isation intérieurs - division du

travail, grounament des équipes, 840. - est résformée. En second

lieu, on voit naître à tous moments de "nouvelles industries"

produisant des articles jusqu'alors inconnus; souvent



l'apparition de l'industrie nouvelle cause (directement ou

indirectement) la disparition d'industries "anciennes".

D'autre part, les machines ct leur fonctionnement,

fondés sur les calculs rigoureux de la science, ont une logi-

que qui leur est, pour ainsi dire, propre, et où le principe

"du plus grand résultat obtenu nar le maindre effort" joue

un rôle décisif. C'est pourquoi tout système de travail méca-

nique tend irrésistiblement à se développer dans deux direc-

tions : augmentation de puissance et précision toujours plus

-parfaite.

Mais il ne faut pas perûâre de vue que des "faits éco-

nomiques" sont, dans une industrie qui travaille pour le mar-

ché, à l'origine de ces 'rédälisations techniques. Le progrès

industriel ne procède pas, d'habitude, sans rencontrer des

difficultés et subir des résistances; c'est un. processus qui

dépend des calculs, des correurs, des désirs humains, ce qui

implique un certain décalage dans le temps.

Les obstacles qui s'opvosent à un développement rapi-

de sont de deux ordres.

Tout d'abord, le matériel humain dont on doit se ser-

vir n'accepte pas sans répusnance des changements brusques

d'habitudes, Il faut du temps pour l'apprentissage d'un nou-

veau métier et il er faut davantaze pour que des habitudes

nouvelles s'implantent. Il faut compter aussi avec une redis-

tribution géographique &s la population.

En second lieu, si nous nous reportons à toute une

série â'inventions et de découvertes qui nous sont familières,

nous remarquons que presque toutes ont abouti à une économie

de travail plutôt qu'à une économie de capital. Or, l'accumu-

lation de capitaux nécessaires à l'application d'un système



nouveau demande du temps et l'accélération du taux des inves-

tissements se tr-uve freiné par l'augmentation des dépenses.

Ainsi la tendance économique d'introduire une combi-

naison plus efficace des facteurs productifs ne peut se réali-

ser d'une manière soudaine ot comme par surprise. Des révolu-

tions soudaines peuvent avoir lieu, mais il convient de les

considérer à part : un exemple emprunté à un bouleversement

catastrophique ne peut servir à illustrer les problèmes. que

comporte l'évolution normale,

D'autre part, dans un monde où les changements se

;Succèdent rapidemert, alors que les effets à longue échéance

‚n'ont souvent pas le temns d'arriver à leur plein développe-

ment, les réactions immédiates acquièrent une importance vi-

tale; leur refuser toute attention conduirait à ‘condamner

l'économique à l'impuissance au regard du problème des fluétua-

tions industri=llcs.

TIL,

Les éléments dynamiques de changement, de

de progrès, ont toujours produit, et continueront à produire

des fluctuations industrielles, Ces dernières se trouveront-

elles aggravées par l'extension de l'emploi de la machine ?

Il est certain que la mécanisation du travail humain

permet aujourd'hui de produire en peu de temps une grande

quantité de marchandises. Mais l'application généralisée des

procédés chimiques et électriques tendent à assurer la conti-

nuité dans la fabrication et on ne peut prétendre qu'il en dé-

rive nécessairement une production ininterrompue.

о Ph des facteurs imprévus ne vicnnent bouleverser un



marche, l'expérivnce dos hommes d'affaires détermine la quan-

tité des marchandises à stocker pour les ventes courantes dans

chaque industrie et chaque commerce. Il n'est pas indispensa-

ble de considérer ces stocks comme absolument fixes, pour cha-

que industrie ou pour chaque phase du cycle économique.

D'ailleurs, l'auzmentation générale de la production

n'entraîne pas nécessairement une dépression économique, même

si elle ne s'accompagne pas d'une augmentation équivalente de

la monnaie en circulation.

L'augmentation de la production peut amener unebais-

se de prix unitaire des objets produits, mais pas nécessaire-

des producteurs qui au-ment une diminution du bénéfice total

rait pour conséquence un ralentissemert de la production.

Il s'ensuit qu'une dépression économique qui survient

simultanément avec una chute des prix ne doit pas être attri-

bude à l'augmentation de la production, mais & une diminution

des dépenses des consommateurs, Du moment que l'argent en

circulation provient des revenus des consommateurs, ces reve-

“nuS sont précisément en rapport avec les quantités produites

+et suffiront, par conséquent, & en assurer l!écoulement dans

des conditions normales, c'est-à-dire lorsque le montant total

des revenus est consacré aux dépenses de la consommation et

des investisséments.

TV.

, L'industrie subit des transformations et des change-

o

ments de méthode qui пе »euvent etre sóé»arés du dynamisme

avec lequel se poursuit le progrès de la société moderne.

Les perturbations qu€ causent ces changements sont

plus ou moins proportionrcllcs à la vitesse avec laquelle
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::s sont iaposés : tels sont les changements dans l'euploi

ce watdriaw., dans les uéthodes de construction ou de pro-

duction et dans le rapport entre la part de la machine et

celle du travail ee

Certaines de ces t-ausformations sont plus ou moins

continues et impliquent une augmentation dans l: deuande de

certains instruuients do prodnction, augmentation qui n'est

pas contrebalanc“e par uve A.ninntion d’emale aupieur dans

la demande d'autres instruments de production, Ainsi, l'effet

peut être non senlemeri un seccroissenent Gans la: production

des biens instrumentaux en question, msis encore une demande

acerue d'autres biens qui sont subordonnés aux premiers, Si
4

nous regardons vers ie passé, nous constatons que ies progres

techniques qui, vraiment, ont fuit épogie, ont angendré de

nouvelles industries plus souvent qu'elles n'ont poussé à un

ivelenen mnu où troublé 1'évointion d'inäustries

déjà anciennes,

A côté de l'app-rition d'industries nouvelles, il

faut considérer les ch«nsouents profonds que. Les machines et

les procidés perfccetionnís ont introduit dans des activités

productrices déjà anciennes

L'houme tr:veille do uaoins on moins per lui-möme ct

de plus en plus “vec le sacours d'outils : cinsi une fluctu-

"tion perp/tuelle et des regroupements inattendue caracté-

risent la dewsnde de main-d'oeuvre tant pour ce qui concerne

sa quantité que sn quauité.,

Des howuies qui pendant des années avaient été sûrs

ie satisfsire aux conditions de ls demande dans une certaine
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branche de tr=vsil, voient tout à coup ces conditions

mod: izes : leur plice dans la manoeuvre industrielie a été

suppriuze; l'expériance et l'habileté qu'iis ont acquises

sux prix de tant d'effort sont désormais irutiles; cux-mêmes

sent dev:nus des êtres superflis, à moins qu'ils по veuillent

et no puissent approndre un nouvenan métier où qu'ils ne trou-

vent le aoyen de s!tcirioyer à ~uslque besogne dont ils n'ont

pas l'hacitud L'eanici dos macnincs peut, en effet, parfois

rendr: siapliacrt 2: travail paus facile st diminuer le nom-

bro do bras st d'heures du tr:vall nécessalres, sans qus par

ailleurs on constate une augmentation dans la domande de

main-d'osuvr:; on só plaint alors gus la machine ruine la

profession, on rondant précaire la chance qu'a l'ouvrier de

trouver du travail.

:1 pout arriver aussi qu'une’ partis du travail
ب

-

8180002011 3ailleurs, o'cot-i<dirs ‘qu'au liou de la: febri-

cation sur pl-c0s d'un article, on 86 11110686 au finissage du

AN 4

produit à âuui annrêté, ou au montse: ds pieces préparées par

„une nouvelle jnéustris. Dans oz ons, lc trevail d'une estégoric

(
D
A

J
ad'ouvrisrs pcut sa trouv.r tr-nefáré £ uns sutre c:tégoric :

pa” cruaplo, ic ch-rp.nti.r as voit ¿vinos par ltouvrisr on

y
)béton, 3'il n'y a pas élimination de main-d'osuvre, il 7 8

tout ds même ur déplacement dont les uns bénéficiont aux dé-

psns des autres, Le bénéfice ire parfois à l'ouvrisr très

spécialisé; p-rfois au aanocuvre préposé à unc machine, tandis;

que l'ouvrisr moyen sera sacrifié, surtout s'il manque de

souplssse pour s'edaptur à la siturtion nouvelle, D'autant

plus qu'antre less proisssions divurs.s subsistsnt cncorco des

cloisons étanches st quo la wcin-d'ccuvrc n'est pas une MESSC

fluaidc qui roupllrait ls différontes branchos de la production

tion



soumdisc à ln rèzlo dcs vssos comüunicants, C'ost pourquoi

tout: récdrptation du trevail à des conditions nouvciiss se

heurts à dos difficultés nombreuses, N'aillours, les

cxigonce8 BOSC à Is m=in-d'oeurr;s à co moment dc transi-

tion ныde erie: zont rarca,nt uniformes; elles sont ordi-

a mu.tipics et viridis, insistant tantôt sur des

fcuitvés physiqu:s, tantôt sur un raffincu-nt inte llectuel,

Acunndrnt ici bani GOLD а: petionde ct presque do l'automaitisme,.

iz de l'initirtivo et lus Uh csprit inventif,

5Ti ost vrai que 1 écononiste anglais Marshall €

00S GIVE que l'emploi toujours plus répandu du machines

céupli quéas sxigs de l'ouvrior uno سوفباو générale

lS Que de i'uevilete Januaslls, tendance s'-ffirme,

en ende reupiacer les ancisnnes barrières in-

ifférents métiers par des lignes+ D
D |
.

o
uacfranohissa” es entr

de démareation suiiiles du'oñ n'a pas de peine a franchir dès

que l'ouvrier y est pouss? par le moindre avantage,

Tl serait peut-être plus juste de soutenir qu'ao-
دام

“

tuellement les innovations techniques tendent plutôt à

l'intégration qu'à la ‘division du'travail :. on pourrait citer

comme exemple à l'appui de cette affirmation les derniers

progrès survenus dans la teinturerie ainsi que dans la

fabrication des varres ‘à vitres

Mais il faut ajouter que cette habileté générale qui

se transporte facilsmont d'un métier à l'autre devient

%

chaque année d'urs inportarce plus grandeper rapport à

l'adresse manuelle et rux connaissances techniques qui sont

du dom:in: restreint d'une ‘industrie ‘spécialisée, Tn 001288

quence, il y aura moins d'obst-cles au wouvement en sens

"horizont:1" des “dultes d'une profession à l'autre, d'une

situ-tion à une autre, d'un ét-biissement à un autre.
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‘A L!sppui de:ce que nous venons de dire su sujet des

varistions ginlitatives de la main-d'oeuvre, on pourrsit oi-

ter ie rrientissement qu'on observe dans benucoup d'indus-

tries portent sur ie /renouveilement de l= m2in-G'osuvre et

le recrutement des "apprentis",

Les industries "modernes" sommes j'électrotechnique,

la constructièn d'-utomobiles ot |: hiupart due uelnes étre

niques n'ont que fz:ire d= |! pprentiss-ge à l'ancienne mode,

D'une.p-rt, l'h'bileté nécessni = © à l'ouvrier pour y être

enploy4 “vec profit s'acquiert en si peu de temps que tout

nouveau venu est censé c-psble de "s'y faire", D'autre part,

la préparation approfondie de quelques opér”tions pratiquées

©aujourd'hui, risque de devenir inutiíiie demain, en raison des

chongewents r-pidos D t des "innovtions" incessnntes de le
| | NE]

technique. €.. exigs bien aoins ас. l'ouvrier l'expérience de

quelques ,opér tions p-rticulières qu'une souple rdaptation

et uns intsllisence suffissument évoillée,

La consé que née gn est quo l'instruction rénércle, un

cortin bg fc de notions plus ou moins scientifiques sont

plus utiles au jeunc ouvrier quo les fruits d'un lent appren-

tiss-zs professicunel., Un potit nomobrs as mécrniciens, haute-

ment qunlifiés, > besoin aujourd'hui pour réussir dsns leur

travail é'uns soutis 43: conn-iss-nois que jadis on n'aurait

pes exigé d'ur inséniour. Anis mêmc pour uno. classe beaucoup

plus large d'ouvricrs, 1” "sp“ciolisation" consiste souvent

en 66 qu'ils doivent calculor, dsssinur, ot s'orisntor rapi-

ga O
:
E © 5 t à l'endroit des problèm:s mécaniques ou chimiques cn

facc désqu¿ls ils se trouvant placés.
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La mésanisation des ateliers, la production en série,

la division du travaíl en opérations toujours plus simples,

plus automatiqies et pius sinutieuses, sont autant de cir-

constances qui o. favorisé l'embauchage des femmes à la pla-

ce des hommes, Groni: motifs d'ordre politique, l!évolu-

tion des 14638 morales :t de l'instruction primaire, dispen-

sée égalemant ALK dei S008, enfin le zrand déplacement de

sain-4' oeuvre causé par la gu:rre ont accéléré le mouvement.

En méme temps, 1: déveloopnement ranide des organes d'aûminis-
wtration, à: scorrespondane:, 48 représentation, de publicité,

ete., ot l'aceroissement dcs catégories d'employés qui lss

font fonétionnsr sont devenus un trait saillant du système

économique contemporain. Partout la proportion entre le nom-

bre à'"emÿloyé" et @''ouvrier" se déplace au profit des pre-

miers : et partous, le nombre des femmes tend à dépasser ce-

lui des hommes dans ce genre de travail. C'est que par delà

le "travail productif" il faut considérer l'effort prodigieux

des hommes qui se charsent de ladistribution des biens pro-

duits. Le commerce compte une quantité de branches nouvelles

arrivées à la orospérité dès leur éclosion. Certains grands

des anpareils de radio, d'autres desa ©magasins ne v OAden: q 02

phonozraphes et des discues, La multiplication des articles

sn-cauutehoue est toute récênte; de même, pour la soie arti-

ficielle et nonurve d'annareils mécaniques que less ménagères

iunôraient il y a vinat ou ssul-murt dix ans, Par ailleurs,

198 bazars "Uniprix" où "Prixunic" ont révolutionné le com-

merce de détail.
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et "tapant dans l'osil" est aussl Ge d:te récente et a déjà

provu-ué la formation d'une catézorie de "snécialistes".

Les réthodes de publicité cnansent sans c:sse, les; ) 3

A

"affiches" sort souvant une création colteuse, qui demande la

col! 1. ration d'artis “se de renom et de techniciens ingénivurs

tels nerfsetionnements Со "services à domicile”, l'emploi 4-

démarsa: ic", de formis..ouvsllus us coróiit, les prim:s, Tout

cela „rn court à ard: Gos fonctions nouvsllos ut à "Géplacor"

3 231 e Sun de 4 بممم 5 zn a + :
dos batailions sntisrs ás Tilarmés du travail",

VIII.

de la tiohniqu” aussi bin que l'or-آنا88074080111

ganisation 4. la vi: 3uctalé sont sûr-mont arrivés à un tour-

nant dont aucun эх зору: Ju passé ns noùs offre.1; parällèle

ou la mesurs.

Ce sont des problèmes entièrement .:ouveaux que pose

1'état des forces produciives dont dispose l'homme et les

exigences des sociétés civilisdes.`

La prémisse d> toute étude qui veut apnorter quelque

lumière sur les ‘effets .de la suvstitution prorressive des

forces métañiques au labeur humain consiste à voir si l'évo-

lution peut Stre ejasiiérée comme un "trend" avancant tou-

jours dans la même direstsion et ne comportant que' des chan-

gements de quantité. N'y:a-t-il pas un tournant où la "quan-

tite" devient‘ "qualisé" :t le sens mêm: d'un développement

historique se trouve "renversé! 7

(a) S'il n'y avait
<

as quelqus chose 42 changé dans

к

vyles fondements mimos â: ls situation économiqus, comment



sxpliquer non z.ulcment l'inguiétude géncrale, mais 21143

+ oreau:ne: ’ébrile de nlans "réformateurs" ; économie

M

dirigée, plan quinguennal bolchevique, idée de l'Etat corpo-

ratif, expériance Rcosevelt, ete. 7

(0) La marché mondial - il y a encore vingt ans -
<

- 1 e -

était une es-èes â'coéan sans limitas, où l'on se lançait

en quittant les ceux $.2rit."icios" du merehé local, plus

ou mcins szturses, Mais au jourd'hui l'ens.mble des marchés

du monte est surictement Ce, mesuré avzc uns jalousc

précision, il :: Sut rés.rvor de surprises, 11 n'y a done

plus d'horizons indéfinis, là ou l'on peut prévoir pour une

période ascez longue les limites de ls demande et les chan-

ces des différents concurrenñts qui se disputent l'offre, On

comprend“lors qu: le problème vital d'une discipline sociale,

imposée au rythme du progrès technique afin que son action

soit fruetueuss, re soit plus un sujet. de discussion académi -

que, Il s'agit ús trouver le moyen de freiner les ghangements

trop ranides dans un certain ordre et d'en accélérer d'autres
+» £ |

qui tardent à nrcduire, L'esvrit est alors attiré irré-i
n

sistibleme:t par la formule d'une économies soumise à un plan

systématique, afin de ramédier ainsi aux déséquilibres et à

ola dispersion de forcss que nous constatons autour 4: nous.

sifs qui se produisent dansQ t
i
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la masse du prolésariat salarié - rapport profondément modi-

fid entre و desSdeisi iste et des manoeuvres, entre

celui des emnloyés et des ouvriers la modification très si-

gnificative dans le manière d'>usendre la spécialisation,

etc, - n'ont-ile pas abouti А се 112 le marché de la main-

d'oeuvre et tous cc qui s'y rattache (a commencer par l'idée

de classe 2% où finissant par le "eosfficiont normal? d'emplo



et as chômage) 28% un co cent qui u ro8simble plus du tout

È 6 qu'on entndait YEE GL bss за 1e60 ou mám: sn 1910 ?

(d) La "rationalisation" ne comporte-t-elle pas

certaines innovations très efficaces et sans doute "techni-

ques”, mais qui n'ont rien à voir avec l'invention et l'usa-

ge de nachires nouvelles (toute la taylorisation, par exem-

ple) ? Comment alors 4nnliguer à ces méthodes nouvelles

"dTéscromie de la mair-i'cebtvre" les zncîennes hypothèses

vincés d'uneD
sd'un: riavsception nar l'emploi des ouvriers

création nouvel-Eubra sis ds iltinráus rs lana us brunes dua ara EEL CRD vl ابب Ain Ws ندادلداند `
,

le. 7

"

sous l'angle de leur durés <t d: l:ur dynamisme, devrait

aboutir 4 des conelisions ass:z slrss au sujet de ccspro-

blèmes ‘qui sont simnlsn-vù énumérés dans cottz étude. Ii

faut, cone éviter Le darger des géncralisations trop

vastes; il vaudrait mieux lim’ter dans une certaine mesure

le champ des invesvigatiors, e: leur donnant plus de profon-

deur et plus ds précision, 1101117812018. 912 veut pousser

plus loin l'analyse, il corvient de praendre on considération

+les points suivants :
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a Gréation d'urs nouvelle industri: ou d'un nou-



I. semols qu'il vaut mieux écartor du titre du sujet

à étudier lcs mots "machinisme" ou "mécanisation"; ces tar-

mss s'associant ésroitem:nt à l'idée d'ongins à: fer et d'a-

c
tcicr, ns compr:nacnt pas rigourcusomunt toutes les innova-

wr

tions qu: l'inséniosité humaina introduitss dans ia vie

économique contemnoraine

IL. Rythm16 Qu3Pro. NE tachnijie.
—_ ——_ لاراناشي:وموسوم EEESer

»

L'analyss de Lederer a mis er évidence le rôle joué

par le rythme du nrogrès technique sur le marché du travail,

Bouhatian) queD c
r

H + D n c
l

J
Q
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O
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= Œ H

م5 +
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G c
t
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t
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T
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© H

ce rythme varie -uivent les phases du cycle économique. Pen-

dant la Pros asi ile onle supnoss plus intense, etralenti

г, l'analvee isoléo ot statique des conditions dans

ivsquslica La patron Gevrait trouver son avantage dans l'a-

doption did: nouvzsaux procédés port-rait à conclure que c'est

en premier Lieu L'auemenvation du niveau des salaires par

rapport aux prix des autres facteurs de production (notamment

l'intérêt) qui pousse à l'introduction des innovations. Tou-

tefols, c'est précisément pendant la phase de dévression que©

Le taux de d'intért est. bas, alors que le salaire réel :st

élsvé,

Commant faut-il expliquer octte contradiction ?

L'observaiion a-t-elle ¿tó incorrecte ou bien l'ana-

lyee statigue scrait-elle insuffisante ?

 

mieк lo
III. Progrès tacnnique et investissements.

Dans un ráícime de libre concurrence, nlest-il pas

deprobable que. couteinnovation importante comporte une ten-

dances au suréqui,zment étant donné que chaque producteur
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i
anticipe des profits rés.ltant d'un abaissement du prix de

A ددادس DEE + : A ` q 2

revient et ¿tune auementation de ses ventes grace a la re-

duction de sen nTiX %, Vale”

Dare le sas d'ur progrès’ technique important, apyli-

ué vrincipalement à nue certaine industrie, пе faut-il
À Wr
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prévi-nnont ou limitsle surécuipomnt ?

rigidité économique.-
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Le progrès tachnique, se manifestant par une augmen-

tation de frais réntraux de la production industrielle, n'in-

troduit-il pas un {15ment de rigidité dans le mécanisme de

le férdation das prix ?

Celtte rigidité consistant en une tendance au main-ض

tien des prix, souvent anpiyée‘par la formation de coalitions

industrielles pendant la phase ds dépression, n'est-elle pas

cause à: chômage ?

  
V. Leprogrès technique et les qualifications professionnel-

los destravailleurs.-
   

Que le progrès technique consists on une substitution

à 0
) machines au .travail aumain ou cn la création d'une nouvel-

le industric, il provoqu: écs variations non seulemsnt quan-

titativ:s, mais encore qualitatives dans la demande de la

main-a'oeuvre, en l'intensifiant pour certeins métiers et en

la ralentiissant pour d'autres.

Faut-il supposer que, darg l'ensemble, le degré de

qualifications regüis a été augmenté ou diminué ?



Peut-on distinguer des effets Cifferents suivant

tee et le sexs des travailleurs, et notamment suivant les

divers groupes de métiers 7

Css variations se sont-elles reflétées par des modi-

fications des salaires ? La tendance à l'augmentation du

salaire qu'il faut prévoir dans le cas où le dieré de spécia-

lisation requis par certaines innovations techniques est

particulis.em.n: élevé, ne ¡e1t-elle pas retarder la diffu-

sion ultérieure de cette innovation ?

D'autre sart, la différenciation des salaires provo-

quée par le progres technique n'aura-t-elle pas une influence

sur l'orientation professionnelle des jeunes gens ? Mais,

cette différenciation ne sera-t-elle pas très variable sui-

vant le rythme du progrès technique, causant ainsi une plus

grande insécurité particulièroment pour les travailleurs

qualifiés ?

\

Pour répondre à ces questions, deux sortes de mono-

graphies scientifiques seraiont ds la plus haute utilité.

D'un côté, il fauôrait étudior de près certains cas

précis : analysor, par sxample, les variations qu'a subi une

branche déterminée de l'industrie en fonction d'une ihnova-

tion technique appliquée dans cette branche. D'autre part,

il conviendrait que des études fussent consacrées aussi à

telle région ou à tel pays.

Les corclusions qu'on en tirerait pourraient peut-
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industrielle qui soit en même temps pratique et bien-

faisant : en tout cas, elles jetteraient une vive lu-

mière sur certains aspects de la vie sociale, qui a

suscité déjà benucoup d'inquiétudes,
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It seems to be a self-evident fact that any technical

innovation in the system of production must lead to changes or

disturbances of en economic and social character. But what ex-

aetly are the effects thet can be regarded as inevitable or

"normal" whenever an innovation of this kind is introduced?

It must be admitted: that the ‘investigation of specific

Q e.ases has not helped to throw much light on this question or

to furnish a setisfcetory answer. ‘ There cre, however, certain

phenpmsne,; the amplitude. and significance of which are confirmed

by a number of recent observations; we shall take these obser-

vations and deduce & few pointers in an endesvour to produce а

preliminery outline plen for a study that deserves to be carried

through in the greatest possible detail, on a subject which, by

its relationship with so meny theoretical and practical prob-

a

lens, is of such burning interest and complexity.

If.

There are two phenomena which seem to distinguish the

"industrial, era" from all the forms of civilisstion hitherto

known to manxind. First of all, we find that, in ecch industry,

processes of manufacture are constantly Deine modified and im.

proved, developing in such a way thet at given intervals (which

tend to become shorter and shorter) working plant is changed and
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the entire system of internal organisation -- apportionment

of labour, grouping of factory hands, ete. -- undergoes reform,

Secondly, new industries are almost deily springing up, producing

hitherto unknown articles and, very often, the advent of a new

industry is the direct or indirect cause of the disappearance of

some ¢f its predecessors.

I. this second phase of evolution, machinery and its

operation, founded on precise scientific calculations, have what

might be termed their inherent logic in which the principle of

"maximum yield with the minimum effort" plays a decisive rôle.

It is for this reason th: t eny system of mechanised labour must

inevitebly tend to develop in two directions: increase in pro-

ductive capacity and an ever closer approach to perfect precision.

But we must never lose sight of the fact that economic

circumstances are at the root of these technical accomplishments

of an industry working for a market. As a rule, industry does

not progress without encountering difficulties and resistance;

it is a process that depends on calculations, errors, the desires

thet men conceive, realise or ripen; and that implies the pas-

sage of time.

The obstacles in the path of a rapid development are of

two kinds. First, the human material to be used does not accept

these sudden changes readily end willingly. It takes time to

learn a new trade and still longer for new hebits to esteblish

themselves. Furthermore, sllowence must be made for a geograph-

ical redistribution of the population. Secondly, if we mentelly

review the inventions and discoveries with which we are familiar,

we realise that practicelly all of them have led to a savingof

labour, rather than to a saving of capital. The accumulation of

the capital required for the applicetion of a new process demands



0 certrin time and the acceleration of the rate of accumulation

7 pa

is checked by the increese in outlay.

Consejuently, the econcmic tendency to introduce a more

effective combinetion of the factors of production cannot attein

its objective suddenly and, as it were, by surprise. Sudden

revolutions may take place, but they need to be considered in-

aividuelly: an example taken from & disastrous upheaval cannot

serve to illustrate thc problems inherent to normal evolution.

Furthermore, in a world where changes occur in rapid

succession, while long-range effects have, in many cases, no

time to reach their maximum development, the immediate reactions

take on a vital inportanes.. If ve confined our selves solely to

the consideration cf معوق reactions, we should be guilty of de-~

pleratle shortsightedness; on the other hand, if we igncred then

entirely, economic science would be reduced to impotency as re-

gerds the problem of industrial fluctuations.

III,

The dynamic elements of change, variation and progress

have nlweys produced, and will continue to produce, industrial

fluctuations. ould mass fluctuations be aggravated by à

greater use of machinery?

The mechenisation of human labour undoubtedly mekes 1%

possitle to-day to produce large quantities of goods ine short

space of time. But it i's one thing to say that the generelised

use of chemistry and elèctrification tend to ensure continuity

of manufacture, anû ‘another to n»llege that their use necessarily

leads to uninterrupted output.

Unless unforeseen factors upset a market, commercial

experience determines the : guentiity:. of availeble stocks in the



current sales of each industry end trade. It is not absolutely

necessary to regard these stocks as immutably fixed for each in-

LA

dustry or for each phase of the economie cycle,

loreover, a general increase in the quantity of goods

produced does not necessarily result in economic depression,

even 1f it is unaccompanied by a corresponding increase in curren-

cy circulation.

increase in production can bring about a fall in the

unit prices of the articles produced, but not necessarily a de-

crease in the tota: profits of tne producers or, consequently,

a slackening of output.

It follows that an economic depression which sets in

simultaneously with a fall in prices should nct be attributed to

an increase in production but to a reduction of expenditure on the

part of the consumer. Since the money in circulation is derived

from the consumers’ incomes, the se incomes are proportionate to

the quantity of goods produced and will therefore ensure their

absorption under normal conditions, thet is, when the sum total

of incomes is Spent on consumption end investment.

IV,

In industry, there are transformations and changes of

method which are inseparable from the dynamic force behind the

progress of modern society.

The disturbences which are caused by these changes are

more or less proportional to the rapidity with which an innova-

tion is introduced; such are the changes in the use of materials,

in methods of construction or production, and in the ratio between

the part played by mechinery and thet played by manual labour.

Some of these changes are more or less continuous and



imply an increase in the demand fer certain implémentkeofipro-

Auction. -- an increase that is not compensated by a corres-

ponding decrease in the demand for other inpletents.;- Cons ‘т

sequently, the effect may he not only an increase in the pro-

duction of the goods in question, but also an increased demand

for other ertieles dependent on them. And iT we look back, we

find that the really epoch-making advances in technique have

brought forth new industries morc often than they have helped

to mature, or interfered with the development of, industries of

long stending.

Ve

Side by side with the advent of new industries, we

must direct our attention tc the radical chenges that machinery

and ‘improved processes heve introduced in the older fields of

productive activity.

Men ere working less and less with their hands and

more and more with the help of tools, with the result that per-

retual fluctuations =nd unexpected redistributions of workers

emend for lebour, both in respect of quantity+5 = в, 3

cneracterise the d

m ES a
:

Men, who for many yeers were confident that they could

satisfy the demands made in a certain branch of work, suddenly

find that conditions have changed; their plac: in the industrial

process has been abolished; the experience and proficiency which

they have acquired at the cost of tremendous efforts are hence-

forth useless; they themselves have become superfluous beings,

unless they wish and know how to learn a new trade or can turn

to some occupation for which they tre. but little aedarvted.. The

use of machinery cen, in Some instances, merely facilitate work



and permit of a reduction in the number of requisite hands and

hours, without, however,. any increase in the demand for labour.

The “protest then made 1s that machinery is harmful to the work-

ing community since it jeopardises the chances that a worker

may have of findingemployment.
J :

e T
Î
A a times happens also that part of the work is

done elsewhere, that is to say, instead of manufacturing an

article in its entirety in one factory, work is confined to the

finishing of a helf-finishei product or to she assembling of

parts prenared by a new industry. In such a case, the work us-

ually done hy one ceterory of workers is transferred to another

caterory: for example, the carpenter is ousted by the worker in

concrete. Though there may de no elimination of lebour, there

is nevertheless a movement in which some profit to the detriment

of others. I} E a „
т

Lt>benefits will sometimes be reaped by a highly

skilled worker; sometimes by the man to whom the duty of operat-

ing e machine is ellotted, while the average worker will be sac-

rificed, especially if he lacks that versatility necessary for

gdapting himself to the new state of affairs. This is all the

more likely to happen since the different trades are still divid-

ed into watertight compartments and labour cannot be compared

with a fluid mess thet would fill the different branches of pro-

duction es if they were inter-connected vessels. It is for this

reason thet any readaptaticn of work to new conditions encounters

numerous difficulties, Illoreover, the demands made on labour in

time of transition or crisis are rarely uniform; usually, they

are cf sa manireld and veried cheracter, celling sometimes for

physical aptitude, sometimes for stede tual proficiency, neces-~

sitating in some casesexceptional patience and something approach-

ing automatism, end, in others, initiative and even inventive genius,



Tt is true that Marshall pointed out that the more

end more general use of complicated machine tools demands gen-

eral intelligence rather then manuel skill on the part of

workers. There is therefore a growing tendency to replace the

old insurmountable barriers between the different trades by

"lines of subtle delimitaticn" which car easily De crossed as

soon as a fairly sound interest entices one to do 50.

It would perhaps be more logical to maintain thet,

at present, technical innovations tend rather to the integra-

tion then to e division of work: in support of this claim, we

could cite the recent progress in the dyeing industry end in

the manufacture of window-glass.

Tt. should be added, however, that this general skill

which can transfer itself without difficulty from one trade to

another is, year by year, becoming more important in relation

to manual dexterity and to the beohntoel jument еёде te be found

in the limited field of & specialised industry. Consequently,

there will be fewer obstacles to a ‘horizontal’ movement of

adults from one trade to another, from one situation to another,

or from one establishment to another.

ут,

In support of the foregoing remarks concerning the

qualitative fluctuations of4 we might cite the slacken-

ing èomto be ncted in many industries as e rasult of the re-

newal of hands ahd the recruiting of apprentices.

Modern industries, such as electrotechnies, the

motor trade and the majority of factories equipped with mechan-

ical plant, have no use for apprentices as they were known in

the past. On the one hand, the skill that a worker must pos-

‘sess in order that he may profitably be employed is acquired
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so soon that allmeWeomers are sunpose. to be capable of "maxing

good"; on the other hand, owing to the rapid changes and unend-

ing innovations made in technique, the thorough preparation of

certain operations that are current to-day may become entirely

useless to-morrow. Whe t is required of a worker is far less ex-

perience of a few special operations than a sufficiently bright

intelligence end the faculty of supple adaptation.

The consequence is the t general education, a certain

store of more or less scientific ideas, are far more useful to

a young workmen than the slowly ripening fruits of professional

apprenticeship. To be successful in their work to-day, highly

Jualified mechenics need to possess a sum of knowledge that

would formerly not heve been expected of an engineer. But even

for a far broader ceterory of workers, specialisation often

means. that they know how to calculate, draw, and rapidly solve

the mechanical cr chemical problems with which they are feced.

VII.

The mechanisation of workshops, ma ss production, the

division of work into ever simpler, more automatic and more min-

ute operations, are so meny cir cumstances that have encouraged

the employment of women in the place of men. Certain political

reasons, the evolution of moral idets and elementary education,

available to both sexes alike, and, lastly, the displacement of

labour due to the wer have accelerated the movement. Simultan-

eously, the rapid development of the departments for administra-

tion, correspondence, canvassing, publicity, etc., and the in-

crease in number of the grades of clerks in these services, has

become an outstending feature of the economic system of the

present day. On all sides, the ratio of clerks to hands is

changing to the sdventage of the former, and, everywhere, the
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number of women tends to exceed that of men in these posts,

This may be explained by the fact thet, over and above the

actual work of production, thought must be given to the extre-

ordinary efforts made by those whose task it is to ensure the

distribution of menufactured goods. The annals of commerce

record quite a number of new enterprises that have flourished

immediately they were launched. Ierge stores deal exclusively

in wireless receivers, others in gramophones and records. The

ерреагенсе оп the market of a multiplicity of rubber goods is

of very recent dete, and the seme applies to ertificiel silk

and a host of mechrnicel devices totally unknown to the house-

wife of twenty or even ten years ego. There ere elso the "One

Price" stores thet hav: revolutionised the retail trade.

The designing of appropriate shopfronts, the art of

original window-dressing and the striking display of wares are

also of recent dete and have already resulted in the training

of a category of specislisth in this work.

Publicity methods are constantly changing; posters are

often costly crecntions, requiring the collaboration of qualified

artists and ingenious technicians versed in the art of illumina-

tion, the use of light metal structures, ete. Mention should

elso be made of improvements such as home deliveries, the use of

canvassers, new forms of credit or instelment plans, gifts, etc,

All these fectors conbine to create new duties and involve the

movement of whole "batallions of the labour army".

of

VIII.

The evolution of technique and the organisation of

social life have undoubtedly reached a turning-point unpre ce-

dented in importance by any example of the pest.

Entirely new problems are arising from the situation
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regarding the productive forces avrilable to man and the demands

of civilised societies. .

The first stage of any study intended to throw light

on the effects of the progressive substitution of mechanical

forces for human labour de to determine whether the evolution

can be regarded as a constant trend in the same direction and

consisting only of changes of a antity. Is there not a turn-

ing-point where "quentity" gives place to "quelity", where the

very current of historical development is reversed?

a) If there were nothing changed in the تعتقل fundament-

als of the economic situation, how cen we explain not only the

atmosphere oi gencral anxiety, but also the feverisn outbreak

of plans for reform: controlled economy, the Soviet Five-Year

Plan, the notion of the Corporative State, the Roosevelt New

Deal, ete.” |

bt) 079137 rent years ago, the world market wcs a sort of

boundless ocean into which we plunged, e band oning the "terri-

torial watena" of the more or less seturated local marxets. But

to-day, the whole of the world market is strictly controlled and

gauged with jealous prceision; it hes ne longer any surprises

to offer. There are no longer any : Wide.‘ -horigdns.: justify-

ing the anticipation of a Tairly long period in which it is pos-

sible to estimate the extent of demands :nd the chances of suc-

cess of the different competitors vying with each other in their

offers. It will be realised then thet the vital problem of any

form cf social discipline impesed on the rate of technical pro-

gress in order that this progress may be profiteble is no longer

a subject for academic debete. It isa question of finding a

means of checking the tios rapid changes occurring in certain

fields and of speeding up other chenges which fail to materialise.

And our mind is irresistibly ettracted by the formula for an
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economic system governed by & methodical plan that will remedy

the disequilibrium end the &ispersel of forces to be noted

around use |

ce) Неме not the successive movements that have taken

place among the masses of the wage-earning prolitarint -- rad-

ically changed ratio between the number of skilled workers and

labourers, between the number of clerks and workmen, the very

gignificant change in the construction placed on the eXpression

Wgpecialisation”, ete. -- have not all these factors resulted

in’ tke labour market and all thet concerns it (beginning with

the notion of class and ending with the normal socffieient of

employment end unemployment) becoming a concept thet bears no

resemblence to whet this term meant in 1860, or even in 19107

à) Does not rationelisstion imply certein very effi-

cacious and, perhaps, technical innovations, but innovations

+
-

hing in common with inventions snd the use of new
)that have no

machinery (the whole idea of the Taylor System, for example)?

How then cen we apply to these new methods of labour economy

the old hypotheses of reabscrption by the employment of workers,

discharged from one branch of industry, in a branch of recent

eati on?© в

Ik,

A study of the effects of technical progress, viewed

from the angle of their duration sand dynamism, should lead to

fairly sound conclusions regarding the problems that have here©

been merely mentioned. It is necessary, however, to avoid the

danser of over-ceneraligsation; it would be prefersble to limit

somewhat the rense of our investigations by giving them more

depth and grester precision. But if, on the other hand, it is

desired to pursue the analysis fcrther, the following points
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should be taken into consideration:

I. Definition of technical progress.-p
e

  

Technical progress might be defined thus: Any modifi»

cation in processes of production involving:

a) an increese in the yield of human labour;

b) the creation of «new industry or new trade.

It would seen advisable to eliminate from the subject

of study the words "machinisme" or "mechanisation"; these terms

ere intimately associated with the ides of iron anú steel ap-

pliances: end, strictly speazing, do not, therefore, comprise:

ell the innovations thet human ingenuity has introduced into

modern economic life.

IL. Rate of technical progress.-
 

In his analysis, Lederer emphasised the part played

by the rate of technical progress in the labour merket, and it

is generally agreed (Schumpeter, Bounatian) that this rate varies

with the phases 07 he economie cycle. t ís supposed to accel-

erate during a trade boom and to slacken during a period of de-

Pression.

But an isolated and static analysis of the conditions

under which & manufacturer should find it advantageous for him

to adopt new processes would point to the conclusion that it is

first of sll the reising of the wage standard in relation to

the figures of the otner factors of production (perticulerly

interest) which encourares the introduction of innovations. It

is precisely during a period of depression, however, thet rates

of interest ere low, whereas actuel wages are high.

How are we to explain this contradiction?

Have the observrtions of the rate of technical pro-

gress been defective, or is it the static analysis that is in-
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sdequate? Are we to assume that there ig a different rate for

the two kinds of technical progress?

 

III. Technicel progress «nd investment.
—

  

Ina system of free competition, is it not probable

that any notetle innovation implies a tendency towards over-

equipment, since eech producer anticipates a profit due to a

reduction of cost prices and increased sales thanks to lower

sele prices?

In the cese of an important technicel advance, applied

chiefly to a certsin industry, is it not to be feared that a

flow of capital invested in thet industry will check the devel-

02

opme:it of other industries and thus indirectly cause unemploy-

ment?

Can it be conceived thrt measures of controlled econo-

my will prevent or limit over-equipment?

IV. Technical progress end economic rigidity.-
———vue ——

   

———“—]—

 

Loes not technical progress, manifested by an in-

crease in the general cost of industrial production, introduce

an element of rigidity in the machinery of price adjustments?

As this rigidity consists in a tendency to maintain

price levels, often backed up by the formation of industrial

combines, during ea period cf depression, is it not a cause oi

unerrioyment*

V. Technical progress and the vocational qualifica-
——AAY REELSEWSREEL47LOEEEEEE

 

 

tions of workers.

Whether technical progress takes the form of replacing

human labour ty machinery, or consists in the creation of a new

industry, it provokes, in the demand for labour, variations that

ere not only quantitative but also qualitative. It does so by
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intensifying this demand in respect of certain trades end re-

ducing it for others. |

Are we to assume that, on the whole, the standard of

qualifications required has fallen or risen?

Is it possible to distinguish different effects accord-

ing to the age and sex of the workers, and, more particularly,

according to the different groups of occupations?

Heve these variations teen reflected by changes in

wages? Is it likely that the tendency to increase wages, which

must be foreseen in cases where the stenderd of specirlisation

necessary for certein technical innovations is particularly high,

will delay the ultimate diffusion of thet innovation?

furthermore, will not the differentiation of wages due

to technical progress have an influence on the vocetionel guidance

cf young persons? And will not. this differentiation vary consid-

erably according to the rate of technical progress, thus causing

greater insecurity, especially for skilled and quelified workers”?

 

Two kinds of scientific monographs would be of utmost

velue in replying to these questions.

Ou the cne hand, a close study should be made of defi-

nite cases; an analysis should be made, for example, of the var-

iations undergone by «a given branch of industry in relation to a

technical innovation adopted for that branch. On the other hand,

studies should also be devoted to a given region or country.

The conclusions reached might perhaps permit the draw-

ing up of а programme of industrial policy which would be both

practical. and beneficial; in any case, they would throw a search-

ing light on certein aspects of social life, regarding which con-

siderable perplexity ond enxiety have accumulated.
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It seems to be & self-evident fact that any technical

innovation in the system of production must lead to changes or

disturbances of an economic and social character. But what ex-

actly are the effects that can be regarded as inevitable or

"normal" whenever un innovation of this kind is introduced?

It must be admitted that the investigation of specific

cases nas not helved to throw much light on this question or

to furnish a setisfcetory answer. There cre, however, certain

phenpmen: the amplitude and significance of which «re confirmed

by a number of recent observations; we shall take these obser-

vations end deduce & few pointers in an endervour tc produce а

preliminery outline plen for a study that deserves to be carried

through in the greatest possible detail, on a subject which, by

its relationship with so meny theoretical and practical prob-

o

lems, is of such burning interest and complexity.

TL,

There are two phenomena which scem to distinguish the

"industrial era" from all the forms of civilisetion hitherto

known 10 menkind. First of all, we find that, in erch industry,

processes of manufacture are constantly being modified and im-

proved, developing in such a way that at given intervals (which

tend to become shorter and shorter) working plant is changed and
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the entire system of internal organisation -- apportionment

of labour, grouping of factory hands, ete. -- undergoes reform,

Secondály, new industries are almost deily springing up, producing

hitherto unknown articles and , very often, the advent of a new

industry is the direct or indirect cause of the disappearance of

some of its predecessors.

T this second phase of evolution, machinery and its

operation, founded on precise scientific calculations, have what

might be termed their inherent logic in which the principle of

"maximum yield with the minimum effort" plays e decisive rêle,

It is for this reason th: t eny system of mechanised labour must

inevitebly tend to develop in two directions: increase in pro-

ductive capecity and an ever closer approach to perfect precision.

But we must never lose sight of the fact that economic

circumstances are at the root of these technical accomplishments

of an industry working for e market. As a rule, industry does

not progress without encountering difficulties and resistance;

it is a process that depends on calculations, errors, the desires

thet men conceive, realise or ripen; and that implies the pas-

sage of time.

The obstacles in the path of a rapid development are of

two kinds, First, the human material to be used does not accept

these sudden changes readily end willingiy. It takes time to

learn a new trade and still longer for new hebits to establish

themselves. Furthermore, sllowrnee must be made for a geograph-

cal redistribution of the population. Secondly, if we mentelly

review the inventions and discoveries with which we are familiar,

we realise thet practicelly all of them have led to a saving of

labour, rather than to a saving of capital. The accumulation of

the capital required for the application of a new process demands



a certain time and the acceleration of the rate of accumulation

is checked by the increszse in outlay.

Congequently, the economic tendency to introduce a more

effective: combinetion of the factors of production cannot attein

its objective suddenly and, as it were, by surprise. Sudden

revolutions may take place, but they need to be considered in-

dividurlly: an example taken from a disastrous upheaval cannot

serve to illustrate the problems. inherent to normal evolution.

мFurthermore, in e world where changes occur in rapid

succession, while long-range effects have, in many cases, no

time to reach their meximum development, the imme diate reactions

take on a vital importance. If we confined ourselves solely to

the ‘consideration of tnese reactions, we should be guilty of de-

ploratle shortsightedness; on the other hand, if we ignored then

entirely, economic science would be reduced to impotency as re-

gérds ‘the problem of industrial fluctuations.

TIT.

The dynamic elements of change, veridtion and progress

have alweys produced, and will continue to produce, industrial

Juctuations. ould these fluctuations be aggravoted by à

greeter use of machinery?

The mechenisation of human labour undcubtedly makes it

possitle to day to produce large quantities of goods in e short

aspace of time. But it is cone thing to say that the generelised

use of chemistry snd electrification tend to. ensure continuity

of manufacture, and enother to allege that their use necessarily

leads to uninterrupted output.

Unless unforeseen factors upset a market, commercial

experience determines the : guantity:. of availeble stocks in the



current sales of each industry end trade. It is not absolutely

necessary to regard these stocks as immutably fixed for each in-

dustry or for each ph=:se of the economic cycle.

Moreover, a general increase in the qusntity of goods

produced does not necessarily result in economic depression,

even if it is unaccompariied by a corresponding increase in curren-

ey circulation.

Incrcase in production can bring about a fall in the

unit prices of the articles produced, but not necessarily a de-

crease in the tota. profits of tne producers or, consequently,

a slackening of output.

It follows that en economic depression which sets in

simultaneously with a fall in prices should nct be attributed to

an increase in production tut to a reduction of expenditure. on the

part of the consumer. Since the money in circulation is derived

from the consumers! incomes, these incomes are proportionate to

the quantity of goods produced and will therefore ensure their

absorption under normal conditions, thet is, when the sum total

of incomes is spent on consumption and investment.

IV.

In industry, there are transformations and changes of

method which are inseparable from the dynamic force behind the

progress of modern society.

The disturbences which are caused by these changes are

more or less proportional to the rapidity with which an innova-

tion is introduced; such are the changes in the use of materials,

in methods of construction or production, and in the ratio between

the part played by mechinery and that played by manual labour.

Some of these changesare more or less continuous and



imply an increase in the demand fer certain implémentEcofpro-

-- an increase that is not compensated by a corres-

ponding decrease in the demand for other ímplements..- Con- vi

sequently, the effect may he not only an increase in the pro-

duction of the goods in question, but also an increased demand

for other ertieles dependent on then, коб if we look back, we

find that tne really e poch-making advances in technique have

brought forth new industries more often than they have helped

to mature, ¢r interfered with the development of.industries ef

long stendinge

Va

Side by side with the advent of new industries, we

must direct cur attention tc the radical "changes that machinery

and ‘improved processes heve introduced in the older fields of

productive activity.

Men are working less and less with their hands and

more and more with the help of tools, with the result that per-
————]

petual fluctuations end unexpected redistributions of workers

characterise the demand for lebour, both in respect of quantity

and quality.

Men, who for many years were confident that they could

satisfy the demands made in a certain branch of work, suddenly

find that conditions have changed; their p.n:: in tne industrial

process has been abolished; the experience and proficiency which

they have acquired at the cost of tremendous efforts are hence-

forth useless; they themselves have become superfluous beings,

19W to learn a new trade or can turn>unless they wish and know

to some occupation for which they tre but little ednrted.. The

use of machinery cen, in some instances, merely facilitate work



and permit. of 2 reduction in the number of requisite hands and

hours,. without, however, any increase in the demand for labour.

The protest then made is that machinery is harmfulto the work-

ing community since it jeopardises the chances thet a worker

may have of finding employment.

It sometimes happens also that part of the work is

done elsewhere, thet is to say, instead of manufacturing an

article in its entirety in one factory, work is confined to the

finishing of a half-finishel product or to the assembling of

parts prenared by a new industry. In such a case, the work us-

ually done by one ceterory of workers is transferred to another

category: for example, the carpenter 1s ousted by the worker in

concrete, Though there may ve no eliminátion of lebour, there

is nevertheless a movement in whieh some profit to the detriment

of others. The benefits will sometimes be reaped by a highly©

skilled worker; sometimes by the man to whom the duty of operat-

ing e machine is ellotted, while the average worker will be sac-

rificed, especially if he lacks that versatility necessary for

edapting himself to the new state of effairs. This is all the

more likely to happen since the different trades are still divid-

ed into watertight compartments and labour cannot be compared

with а fluid mess that would fill the different branches of pro-

duction es if they were inter-commected vessels. It is for this

reason thet any readaptation of work to new conditions encounters

numerous Cifficulties. llreover, the demands made on labour in

time of transition or crisis sre rarely uniform; usuelly, they

are of a manifold and veried cheracter, calling sometimes for

physical aptitude, sometimes for intellectual proficiency, neces-

sitating in some cases exceptional patience and something approaeh-

ing automatisn, end, in others , initiative and even inventive genius.



It is true that Marshall pointed out that the more

and more general use of complicated machine tools dennis gen-

eral intelligence rather than manuel skill on the part of

workers. There is therefore a growing tendency to replace the

old insurmountable barriers between the different trades by

"lines of subtle delimitaticn” which can easily be crossed as

a
y
)soon as a fairly sound interest entices one to do so.

It would perhaps ve mare Legion to maintain thet,

at present, technicel innovations tend rather to the integra-

tion then to e division of works in support of this claim, we

could cite the recent progress in the dyeing industry end in

the manufacture of window-glass.

It should be added, however, that this general skill

which can transfer itself without difficulty from cne trade to

another is, year by year, becoming more important in relation

to menual dexterity and to the technical knowledge to be found

in the limited field of e ‘specialised industry. Consequently,

there will be fewer obstacles to a ‘horizontal’ movement of

adults from one trade to another, from one situation to another,

or from one establishment to another.

VI.

In support of the foregoing remarks concerning the

qualitative fluctuations of labour, we might cite the slacken-

ing fm to be ncted in many industries as a result of the re-

newal of hands and the recruiting of arprentices.

Modern industries, such asTr the

motor trade and the majority of factories equipped with mechan~

ical plant, have no use for apprentices as they were known in

the past, On the one hand, the skill that a works must pos-

‘sess in order that he may profitably be employed is acquired



so soon that ellmeoWcomers are suppose. to be capable of "maging

good"; on the other hand, owing to the rapid changes and unend-

ing innovations made in technique, the thorough preparation of

certain operations that dre current to-day may become entirely

usétess OTTO Whatis required of a worker is far less ex-

perience of a few special operations than a sufficiently bright

intelligence nd the faculty of supple adaptation.

The  SONSECUEHGE is that generaleducation, a certain

store of more or less scientific ideas, are far more useful to

a young workmen than the slowly ripening fruits of professionsl

apprenticeship. To be successful in their work to-day, highly

Jualified mechenics need to possess ‘a sum of knowledge that

would formerly not have been expected of an engineer. : But even

for e fer broader cetecory of workers, specialisation often

means that they know how to calculate, draw, and rapidly solve

the mechanical cr chemical problems with which they are feced.

VEL.

The me chani sation of workshops, mass production, the

division of ek into evèr simpler, more automatic and more min-

ute operations, are so meny cir cumstances that have encouraged

the employment of women in the place of men. Certain political

reasons, the evolution of moral idets and elementary education,

available to both sexes alike, and, lastly, the displecement of

labour due to the wer have accelerated the movement. Simultan-

eously, the rapid development of the departments for administra-

tion, correspondence, canvassing, ‘publicity, etc., and the in-

crease in number of the gradés of clérks in these services, has

become an outstending feature of the economic system of the

present day. On all sides, the ratio of clerks to hands is

changing to the «dventage of the former, and, everywhere, the
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number of women tends to exceed that of men in these posts.

This may be explained by the facet thet, over and above the

actual work of rroduction, thought must be given to the extra-

ordinary efforts made ty those whose task it is to ensure the

distribution of manufactured goods. The annals of commerce

record quite a number of new enterprises that have flourished

immediately they were launched. Ierge stores deal exelusively

in wireless receivers, others in gramophones and records. The

appearence on the market of a multiplicity of rubber goods is

of very recent date, and the seme spplies to arvificial silk

and a host of mechrnical devices totally unknown to the house-

wife of twenty or even ten years ego. There ere elso the "One

Price" stores thet hava revolutionised the retail trade.

The designing of appropriate shopfronts, the art of

onteinán window-dressing end the striking display of wares are

also of recent date sand have already resulted in the training

ofa category of specirlists in this work.

Publicity methods are constantly changing; posters are

often costlycrentions, requiring the collaboration of qualified

ertists and ingenious technicians versed in the ert of illumina-

tion, the use of light metal structures, ete. Mention should

elso be made of improvements such as home deliveries, the use of

canvassers, new forms of credit or inste Iment plans, gifts, etc.

All these factors combine to create new duties and involve the

movement of whole "batallions of the labour arny".

VIII,

The evolution of technique and the organisation of

social life have undoubtedly reached a turning-point unprece-

dented in importance by anyexample of the pest.

Entirely new problems are arising from the situation
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regarding the productive forces avrilable to man and the demands

of civilised societies.

The first stage of any study intended to throw light

on the effects of the progressive substitution of mechanical

forces for human labour is to determine whether the evolution

can be regarded as a constant trend in the same direction and

consisting only of changes of quantity. Is: there not a turn-

ing-point where "quantity" gives place, to "quality", where the

very current of historical development is reversed?,

a) If there were nothing changed in the rctual fundament-

als of the economic situation, how can we explain not only the

atmosphere of gencral anxiety, but also the feverish outbreak

of plans for reform: controlled economy, the Soviet Five-Year

Plan, the notion of the Corporative State, the Roosevelt New

Deal, eto.?

tb) Only twenty years ago, the world market wrs a sort of

boundless ocean into which we plunged, ebandoning the "terri-

torial waters" of the more or less saturated local markets. But

. to-day, tke-whole of the world market is strictly controlled and

gauged: with ;calous precision; it hes no longer any surprises

to offer. There are no longer any : Wide. : horizons: justify-

lrg the anticipation of a fairly long period in which it is pos-

sible to estimate the extent of demands :nd the chances of suc-

cess of the different competitors vying with each other in their

offers. It will be realised then tket the vital problem of any

form cf social discipline impe sed on the rate of technical pro-

gress in order that this progress may be profitable is no longer

a subject foracademic debste. It is a duestion of finding а

means of checking the toc rapid changes occurring in certain

fields and of speeding up. other chenges which fail to materialise.

And our mind is irresistibly ettracted by the formula for an
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economie system governed by & methodical plan that will remedy

the disequilibriumand the:dispersal of forces to be noted

around us.

ce} Hove not the successive movements that have tsken

place among .the masses of the wage-earning proletariat -- rad-

ically changed ratio between the number of skilled workers and

labourers, between the number of clerks and workmen, the very

significant change in the construction placed on the expression

"gpeciclisation”, ete. -- have not all these factors resulted

in -the labour market and all thet concerns it (beginning with

the notion of class and ending with the normal coefficient of

employment end unemployment) becoming a concept thet bears no

resemblence to whet this term meant in 1869, or even in 19107

à) Does not rationalisstion imply certein very effi-

cacious and, perhaps, technical innovations, but innovations

that have nothing in coumon with inventions and the use of new

machinery (the whole idea of the Taylor System, for example)?

How then can we apply to these new methods of labour economy

the old hypotheses of reabsorption by the employnent of workers,

discharged from one branch of industry, in a branch of recent

creation?

т,

A study of the effects of technical progress, viewed

from the sngle of their duration and dynemism, should lead to

fairly sound conclusions roardts the problems thet have here

been merely mentioned. It is necessary, however, to avoid the

danger of over-generalisetion; it would be prefereble to limit

somewhat the renge of our investigations by divine them more

depth and grester precision. But if, on the other hand, 1% is

desired to pursue the analysis farther, the following points
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should be taken into consideration:

I. Definition of technical progress.-
—

 

 

Technical progress might be defined thus: Any modifi

cation in processes of production. involving:

ض a) an incresse in the yield of human labour;

b) the creation of u new industry or hew trade.

7%would seen edviseble to eliminate from thé subject

of study the words "meohinisme™ or "mechanisation"; these terms

re tebe telly associeted with the idee of iron and steel &p-

pliances end, strictly speaking, do not, therefore, comprise:

211 the innovations that human ingenuity has introduced into

modern economic life.

II. Rate of technical progress.-
 

 

н n his analysis, Lederer emphasised the part played

by the rate of technical progress in the labour merket, and it

is generally agreed: (Schumpeter, Bounatian) that this rate varies

with the phases of the economie cycle. It is supposed to accel-

erete during a trade boom and to slacken during a period of de-

pression.

But an isolated and static analysis of the conditions

under which 2 manufacturer should find it advantageous for him

to adopt new processes would point to the conclusion that it is

first of all the reising of the wage standard in relation to

the figures of the other factors of production (perticulerly

interest) which encourares the introduction of innovations. It

is precisely during a period of depression, however, thet rates

of interest ere low, whereas actucl wages are high.

How are we to explain this contradiction?

Have the observ-tions of the rate of technical pro-

gress been defective, or is it te static enalysis that is in-
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edequate? Are we to assume that there is a different rate for

the two kinds of technical progress?

III. Technical progress snd imvespuent.
+

   

Ine system offree competition, is it not probable

that any noteble innovation implies a tendency towards over-

equipment, since esch producer anticipates a profit due toa

neiuciton о? cost prices and increased sales thanks to lower

sele prices”

In the cesé of an important technicel advance, applied

chiefly to a certain industry, is it not to be feared that a

flow of capital invested inthet industry will check the devel-

+

opme:it of other industries and thus indirectly cause unemploy-

ment?

Can it be conceived th°t measures of controlled econo-

my will prevent or limit over-equipment?

IV. Technical progress end economic rigidity.-
neСерненин

  

| неона

 

Toes not technical progress, manifested by an in-

crease in the general cost ofindustrial production, introduce

an element of rigidity in the machinery of price adjustments?

As this rigidity consists in a tendency tc maintain

price levels, often bscked up by the formation of industrial

combines, during e period cf depression, is it ‘not e cause of

unemployment?

V. Technical progress and the vocational qualifica-
mmm.0 чадо

ticns of workers.-
a————

 

Whether technical progress takes the form of replacing

humen labour by machinery, or consists in the creaticn of a new

industry, it provokes, in the demand for labour, variations that

ere not only quantitative but also qualitative. It does so by
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intensifying this demand in respect of certain trades zend re-

ducing it for others.

Are we to assume that, on the whole, the standard of

qualifications required has fellen or risen?

| Is it possible to distinguish different effects accord-

ing to the age and sex of the workers, and, more particularly,

according to the different groups of occupations?

Heve these variations Teen reflected by changes in

wages? Is it likely that the tendency to increase wages, which

must be foreseen in cases where the stendard of specirlisation

necessary for certein technical innovations is particularly high,

will delay the ultimate diffusion of thet innovation?

furthermore, will not the differentiation of wages due

to technical progress heve an influence on the vocational guidance

of young parsons? And will not this differentiation vary consid-

erably according to the rate of technical progress, thus causing

greater insecurity, especially for sxilled and quelified workers”?

 

Two kinds of scientific monogrephs would be of utmost

velue in replying to these questions.

Ou the cne hand, 2 close study should be made of defi-

nite cases; en unalysis should be made, for example, of the var-

lations undergone by © given branch of industry in relation to a

technical innovation adopted for that branch. On the other hand,

studies should also be devoted to a given region or country.

The conclusions reached might perhaps permit the draw-

ing up of a rrogremme of industrial policy which would be both

practical. and beneficial; in any case, they would throw a search-

ing light on certain aspeats of social life, regarding which con-
‘

siderable perplexity end anxiety have accumulated.
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Ie

It seems to be a self-evident fact that any technical

innovation in the system of production must lead to changes or

disturbances of en economic and social character. But what ex-

actly are the effects thet can be regarded as inevitable or

"normal" whenever an innovation of this kind is introduced?

It must be admitted that the investigation of specific

cases has not helped to throw much light on this question or

to furnish a setisfoctory answer. There cre, however, certain

phenpmena, the amplitude and significance of which ere confirmed

by a number of recent observations; we shall take these obser-

vations and deduce e few pointers in an endeevour to produce a

preliminery outline plan for a study that deserves to be carried

through in the greatest possible detail, on a subject which, by

its relationship with so many theoretical and practical prob-

lems, is of such burning interest and complexity.

IT

There are two phenomena which scem to distinguish the

"industrial era" from all the forms of civilisation hitherto

known to mankind. First of all, we find that, in ezch industry,

processes of manufacture arc constantly being modified and im.

proved, developing in such a way thet at given intervals (which

tend to become shorter and shorter) working plant is changed and



the entire system of internal organisation -- apportionment

of labour, grouping of factoryhands, ete, -—- undergoes reform,

Secondly, new industries are almost deily springing up, producing

hitherto unknown articles and, very often, the advent of a new

industry is the direct or indirect cause of the disappearance of

some of its predecessors.

TI: this second phase of evolution, machinery and its

operation, founded on precise scientific calculations, have what

might be termed their inherent logic in which the principle of

"maximum yield with the minimum effort" plays a decisive role.

It is for this reason th: t any system of mechanised labour must

inevitably tend to develop in two directions: increase in pro-

ductive capacity and an ever closer approach to perfect precision.

But we must never lose sight of the fact that economic

circumstances are at the root of these technical accomplishments

of an industry working for a market, As a rule, industry does

not progress wi thout anconntentns difficulties and resistance,

it is a process that demente on calculations, errors, the desires

thet men conceive, reslise or ripen; and that implies the pas-

sage of time.

The obstacles in the path of a rapid development are of

two kinds. First, the human material to be used does not accept

these sudden changes readily end willingly. It takes time toPa
s

learn a new trade and still longer for new hebits to establish

themselves. Furthermore, allowence must be made for a geograph-

ical redistribution of the population. Secondly, if we mentally

review the inventions snd discoveries with which we are familiar,

we realise that practically all of them have led to a saving of

labour, rather than to a saving of capital. The accumulation of

the capital required for the application of a new process demands



a certain time snd the acceleration of the rate of accumulation

is checked by the increase in outlay.

Consequently, the economic tendency to introduce a mor:

effective combinstion of the factors of production cannot attain

its objective suddenly and, as it were, by surprise. Sudden

revolutions may take place, but “hey need to be considered in-

dividuelly: an example taken from e disastrous upheaval cannot

serve to illustrate the problems inherent to normal evolution.

Furthermore, in a world where changes occur in rapid

succession, while long-range effects have, in many cases, no

time to reach their meximum development, the immediate reactions

take on a vital importance. If we confined ourselves solely to

the consideration of these reactions, we should be guilty of de-

plorable shortsightedness; on the other hand, if we ignored then

entirely, economic science would be reduced to impotency as re-

gerds the problem of industriel fluctuations.

ILL.

}

The dynemic elements of change, veridtion and progress

have alweys produced, and will continue to produce, industrial

fluctuations. Would these fluctuations be aggravated by а

greeter use of machinery?

The mechenisation of huusn labour undoubtedly makes it

possible to-day to produce large quantities of goods in & short

space of time. But it is one. thing to sey that the generelised

use of chemistry and electrification tend to ensure continuity

of manufacture, and another to allege that their use necessarily

leads to uninterrupted output.

Unless unforeseen factors upset a warket, commercial

experience determines the ; guentiby. of availeble stocks in the
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current seles of each industry and trade, It is not absolutely

necessary to regard these stocks as immutably fixed for each in-

dustry or for each phase of the economic cycle.

Moreover, a general increase in the quentity of goods

produced does not necessarily result in economic depression,

even if it is unaccompanied by a corresponding increase in curren-

cy circulation.

Incrcase in production can bring about a fall in the

unit prices of the erticles produced, but not necessarily a de-

crease in the totai profits of the producers or, consequently,

a slackening of output.

It follows that an economic depression which sets in

simultaneously with a fall in prices should not be attributed to

an increase in production but to a reduction of expenditure on the

part of the consumer. Since the money in circulation is derived

from the consumers! incomes, these incomes are proportionate to

the quantity of goods produced and will therefore ensure their

absorption under normal conditions, that is, when the sum total

of incomes is spent'on consumption end investment.

IV,

In industry, there are transformations and changes of

method which are inseparable from the dynamic force behind the

progress of modern society.

The disturbences which are caused by these changes are

more or less proportional to the rapidity with whieh an innova-

tion is introduced; such are the chenges in the use of materials,

in methods of construction or production, and in the ratio between

the part played by mechinery and that played by menual labour.

Some of these changes are more or less continuous and



imply an increase in the demand for certain tmplémentsé of" pro-

duetion: -- an increase that is not compensated by a соттев-

ponding decrease in the demand for cther implements..- Cons 0 ام

sequently, the effect may he not only an increase in the pro-

duction of the goods in question, but also an increased demand

for other ertieles dependent on them. And if we look back, we

find thet the really epoch-making advances in technique have

brought forth new industries more often than they have helped

to mature, cor interfered with the development of.industries cf

long stending.

Va

Side by side with the advent of new industries, we

must direct our attention tc the radical changes that machinery

and ‘improved processes heve introduced in the older fields of

productive activity.

Men are working less and less with their hands and

more and more with the help of tools, with the result that per-
——————]<——

petual fluctuations end unexpected redistributions of workers

cheracterise the demand for le bour, both in respect of quantity

and quality.

Men, who for many years were confident that they coulc

satisfy the demands made in a certain branch of work, suddenly

find that conditions have changed; their p.2:: in the industrial

process has been abolished; the experience and proficiency which

they have acquired at the cost of tremendous efforts are hence-

forth useless; they themselves have become superfluous beings,

unless they wish and know how to learn a new trade or can turn

to some occupation for which they ure. but little adarted.. The

use of machinery cen, in some instances, merely facilitate work



and permit of a reduction in the number of requisite hands and

hours, without, however, any increase in the demand for labour,

The protest then made is that machinery is harmful to the work-

ing community since it jeopardises the chances thet a worker

may heve of finding employment.

It sometimes happens also that part of the work is

done elsewhere, that is to say, instead of manufacturing an

article in its entirety in one factory, work is confined to the

finishing of a half-finished product or to the assembling of

parts prepared by a new industry. In such a case, the work us-

ually done by one cetecory of workers is transferred to another

catesory: for example, the carpenter is ousted by the worker in

concrete. Though there may be no elimination of labour, there

is nevertheless a movement in which some profit to the detriment

of others. The benefits will sometimes be reaped by a highly

skilled worker; sometimes by the man to whom the duty of operat-

ing & machine is allotted, while the average worker will be sac-

rificed, especially if he lacks that versatility necessary for

edapting himself to the new state of affairs. This is all the

more likely to happen since the different trades are still divid-

ed into watertight compartments and labour cannôt be compared

with e fluid me ss that vould fill the different branèhes of pro-

duction os if they were inter-comected vessels. It is for this

reason thet any readaptati on of work to new conditions encounters

numerous difficulties. lItoreover, the demands made on labour in

time of transition or crisis are rarely uniform; usually, they

are of a manifold and veried cheracter, calling sometimes for

physical aptitude, sometimes for intellectual proficiency, neces-

sitating in some cases exceptional patience and something approach-

ing eutomatism, end, in others, initiative and even inventive genius,



It is true that Marshall pointed out that the more

and more general use of complicated machine tools demands gen-

eral intelligence rather then manuel skill on the part of

workers. There is therefore a growing tendency to replace the

old insurmeuntable barriers between the different trades by

"lines of subtle delimitaticn" which car easily be crossed as

soon as a fairly sound interest entices one to do so.

It would perhaps be more logical to maintain thet,

at present, technicel innovations tend rather to the integra-

tion than to a division of work: in support of this claim, we

could cite the recent progress in the dyeing industry &nd in

the manufacture of window-glass.

| It should be added, however, that this general skill

which can transfer itself without difficulty from one trade to

another is, year by year, becoming more important in relation

to manuel dexterity and to the technical knowledge to be found

in the limited field of & specialised industry. Consequently,

there will be fewer obstacles to a “horizontal” movement of

adults from one trade to another, from one situation to another,

or from one establishment toanother.

VI.

In support of the foregoing remarks concerning the

qualitative fluctuations of labour, we might cite the slacken-

ing dm to be noted in many industries as e rasult of the re-

newal of hanas and the recruiting of epprentices.

Modern industries, such as electrotechnics, the

motor trade and the majority of factories equipped with mechan-

ical plant, have no use for apprentices as they were known in

the past. On the one hend, the skill that a worker must pos-

sess in order that he may profitably be employed is acquired



so soon that allmeWeomers are suppose. to be capable of "making

good"; on the other hand, owing to the rapid changes and unend-

ing innovations made in technique, the thorough preparation of

certain operations that are current to-day may become entirely

useless to-morrow. Whet is required of a worker is far less eX-

perience of a few special operations than a sufficiently bright

intelligence end the faculty of supple adaptation.

he consequence is that general education, a certain

store of more or less scientific ideas, are far more useful to

a young workmen than the slowly ripening fruits of professional

apprenticeship. To be successful in their work to-day, highly

qualified mechanics need to possess a sum of knowledge that

would formerly not have been expected of an engineer. But even

for & fer broader céátegory of workers, specialisation often

means that they know how to calculate, draw, and rapidly solve

the mechanical ‘or ‘chemical problems with which they are faced.

VII.

The mechanisation of workshops, mass production, the

division of work into ever simpler, more automatic and more min-

ute operations, are so many circumstances that have encouraged

the employment of women in the place of men. Certain political

reasons, the evolution of moral idees and elementary education,

available to both sexes alike, and, lastly, the displacement of

labour due to the wer heave accelerated the movement. Simul ten-

eously, the rapid development of the departments for administra-

tion, correspondence, cenvassing, publicity, etc., and the in-

crease in number of the grades of clerks in these services, has

become an outstanding feature of the economic system of the

present day. On all sides, the ratio of clerks to hands 1s

changing to the adventage of the former sand, everywhere, the
E 2 - 3 3 u 3
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of men in these posts,MJ numberل of women tends to exceed that

This may be explained by the fact thet, over and above the

actual work of production, thought must be given to the extra-

ordinary efforts made by those whose task it is So ensure the

distribution of manufactured goods. The annals of commerce

record quite a number of new enterprises that have flourished

Lerge stores deal exclusivelyimmediately they were launched.

others in gramophones. and records. Thein wireless receivers,

appearance on the market of a multiplicity of rubber goods is

of very recent date, and the seme applies to artificiel silk

and a host of mechrnicel devices totally unknown to the house-

wife of twenty or even ten years ego. There ere elso the "One

Price" stores thet hava revolutionised the retail trade.

The designing. of appropriate shopfronts, the ert of

original window-dressing end the striking display of wares are

have alresdy resulted in the trainingonalso of recent date and

this work.У КАДof a category of specirlists in

Publicity methods are constantly changing; posters are

often costly creations, requiring the collaboration of qualified

artists and ingenious technicians versed in the art of illumina-

ste. Mention shouldtion, the use of light metel structures,

also be made of improvements such as home deliveries, the use of

gifts, etc.canvassers, new forms of credit or instelment plans,

All these factors conbine to create new duties and involve the

movement of whole "batallions of the labour army".

VILL.

The evolution of technique and the organisation of

social life have undoubtedly reached a turning-point unprece-

dented in importance by any eXample of the past.

Entirely new problems are arising from the situation
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regarding the productive forces aveilable to man and the demends

of civilised societies.

The first stage of any study intended to throw light

on the effects of the progressive substitution of mechanical

forces for human labour is to determine whether the evolution

can be regarded as a constant trend in the same direction and

consisting only of changes of quantity. Is there not a turn-

ing-point where "quentity" gives place to "quslity", where the

very current of historical development is reversed?

a) If there were nothing changed in the ectual fundament-

als of the economic situation, how cen we explain not only the

atmosphere of general anxiety, tut also the feverish outbreak

of plans for reform: controlled economy, the Soviet Five-Year

Plan, the notion of the Corporative State, the Roosevelt New

Deal, eto.”

b) Only twenty years ago, the world market wes a sort of

boundless ocean into which we plunged, ebandoning the "terri-

torial waters" of the more or less saturated local markets. But

to-day, the whole of the world market is strictly controlled end

gauged with jealous precision; it hes no longer any surprises

to offer. There are no longer any : Wide. * horizons: justify-

ire the anticipation of a fairly long period in which it is pos-

sible to estimate the cxtent of demands «nd the chances of suc-

cess of the different competitors vying with each other in their

offers. It will be realised then thet the vital problem of any

form of social discipline imposed on the rate of technical pro-

gress in order thet this progress may be profitable is no longer

a subject for academic debste. It is a question of finding a

means of checking the too rapid changes occurring in certain

fields and of speeding up other chenges which fail to materialise.

And our mind is irresistibly attracted by the formula for an
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economic system governed by & methodical plan that will remedy

the disequilibrium and the dispersal of forces to be noted

around us.

е) Have not the successive movements that have taken

place among the masses of the wage-earning proletariat -- rad-

ically changed ratio between the number of skilled workers and

labourers, between the number of clerks and workmen, the very

gignificant change in the construction placed on the expression

"specialisation", ete. -- have not all these factors resulted

in the labour market end all thet concerns it (beginning with

the notion of class and ending with the normal coefficient of

employment end unemployment) becoming a concept thet bears no

resemblance to whet this term meant in 1860, or even in 1910?

d) Does not rationalisation imply certain very effi-

caciousand, perhaps, technical innovations, but innovations

that have nothing in common with inventions snd the use of new

machinery (the whole idea of the Taylor System, for example)?

How then can we apply to these new methods of labour economy

the old hypotheses of reabsorption by the employnent of workers,

discharged from one branch of industry, in a branch of recent

creation?

Y
LA +

A study of the effects of technical progress, viewed

from the angie of their duration and dynamism, should lead 0

fairly sound conclusions regarding the problems that have here

been merely mentioned. It is necessary, however, to avoid the

danger of over-generalisation; it would be preferable to limit

somewhat the range of our investigations by giving them more

depth and greater precision. But if, on the other hand, it is

desired to pursue the analysis farther, the following points
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should be taken into consideration:

l. Definition of technical progress.
————]. x

  

Technical progress might be defined thus: Any modifi

cation in processes of production involving:

а) an increese in the yield of human lebour;

b) the creation of à new industry or new trade.

. 16 would seen advisable to eliminate from the subject

of study the words "machinisme"” or "mechanisation"; these terns

ere intimately associated with the idee of iron and steel &p-

pliances and, strictly spe=xzing, do not, therefore, comprise.

all the innovations that human ingenuity has introduced into

modern economic life,

11. Rate of technical progress.-
 

 

In his analysis, Lederer emphasised the part played

by the rate of technical progress in the labour market, and it

is generally agreed (Schumpeter, Bounatian) that this rate varies

with the phases of the economic cycle. ‘It is supposed to accel-

erate during a trade boom and to slacken during a period of de-

pression.

But an isolated and static analysis of the conditions

under which a manufacturer should find it advantageous for him

to adopt new processes would point to the conclusion that it is

first of all the raising of the wege standard in relation to

the figures of the other factors of production (particulerly

interest) which encourares the introduction of innovations, It

is precisely during a period of depression, however, that rates

of interest are low, whereas actucl wages are high.

How are we to explain this contradietion?

Have the observr tions of the rate of technical pro-

gress been defective, or is it the static analysis that is in-
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rdequate? Are we to assume that there 18 8 different rate for

the two kinds of technical progress?

III. Technical progress snd invéstment.

In & system of free competition, is it not probable

  

that any noteble innovation implies a tendency towards over-

equipment, since each producer anticipates a profit due to a

reduction of cost prices and increased sales thanks to lower

sale prices?

In the cese of an important technicel advance, applied

chiefly to a certain industry, is it not to be feared that a

flow of capital invested in thet industry will check the devel-

opme::t of other industries and thus indirectly cause unemploy-

ment?

Can it be conceived thot measures of controlled econo-

my will prevent or limit over-equipment®

IV. Technical progress end economie rigidity.-

  

Toes not technicel progress, manifested by an in-

crease in the general cost of industriel production, introduce

an element of rigidity in the machinery of price adjustments?

As this rigidity consists in a tendency to maintain

price levels, often backed up by the formation of industrial

combines, during a period :cf depression, is it not a cause of

unemployment?

- . Technical progress and the vocational qualifica-
\

   

om

tions of workers,

  

Whether technical progress takes the form of replacing

human labour ty machinery, or consists in the creation of a new

industry, it provokes, in the demand for labour, variations that

are not only auentite tive but also qualitative. It does so by
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intensifying this demand in respect of certain trades end re-

ducing it for others.

Are we to assume that, on the whole, the standard of

qualifications relminied"hot fallen or risen?

Is it possible to distinguish different effects accord-

ing to the age and sex of the workers, and, more particularly,

eccording to the different groups of occupations?

Heve these veriations been reflected by changes in

wages? Is it likely that the tendency to increase wages, which

must be foreseen in cases where the stendard of specislisation

necessary for certein technical innovations is particularly high,

will delay the ultimate diffusion of that innovation?

Furthermore, will not the differentiation of wages due

to technical progress heave an influence on the vocational guidance

of young persons? And will not this differentiation vary consid-

erably according to the rate of technical progress, thus causing

sreater insecurit esvecielly for skilled and quelified workers?
y = .

Two kinds of scientific monogrephs would be of utmost

velue in replying to these questions.

Ou the one hand, a close study should be made of defi-

nite cases; an analysis should be made, for eXample, of the var-

iations undergone by a given brench of industry in relation to a

technical innovation adopted for that branch. On the other hand,

studies should also be devoted to a given region or country.

The conclusions reached might perhaps permit the draw-

ing up of a progremme of industrial policy which would be both

practical and beneficial; in any case, they would throw a search-

ing light on certain aspects of social life, regarding which con-

siderable perplexity ond =nxiety have accumulated.
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It seems to be a self-evident fact that any technicalm

٠

innovation in the system of production must leed to changes or

ic and social character. But what ex-Bdisturbances of an econo

ectly are the: effects thet can be regarded as inevitable or

"normal" whenever an innovation of this kind is introduced?

It must be admitted that the investigation of specific

cases has not helped to throw much light on this question or

to furnish a setisfactory answer. here cre, however, certain

pherpmens, the amplitude and significance of which «re confirmed

by a number of recent observations; we shall take these obser-

vations end deduce e few pointers in an endeavour tc produce а

preliminery outline plen for & study that deserves to be carried

through in the greatest possible detail, on a subject which, by

its relationship with so meny theoretical and prectical prob-

lems, is of such burning interest and complexity.

IT.

There are two phenomena which seem to distinguish the

"industrial era" frou all the forms of civilisetion hitherto

known to mantind. first of all, we find that, in eren industry,

processes of manufacture are constantly being modified and im

proved, developing in such a way thet at given intervals (which

tend to become shorter and shorter) working plant is changed and
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the entire system of internal organisation -- apportionment

of labour, grouping of factory hands, ete. -- undergoes reform.

Secondly, new industries are almost deily springing up, producing

hitherto unknown articles and, very often, the advent of a new

industry is the direct or indirect cause of the disappearance of

some of its predecessors.

I this second phase of evolution, machinery end its

operation, founded on precise scientific calculations, have what

might be termed their inherent logic in which the principle of

"maximum yield with the minimum effort" plays a decisive rôle.

It is for this reason th: t any system of mechanised labour must

inevitebly tend to develop in two directions: increase in pro-

ductive capacity and an ever closer approach to perfect precision.

But we must never lose sight of the fact that economic

circumstances are at the root of these technical accomplishments

of an industry working for a market. As a rule, industry does

not progress wi thout encountering difficulties and resistance;

it is a process that depends on caleulations, errors, the desires

thet men conceive, realise or ripen; and that implies the pas-

‘gage of time.

The obstacles in the path of a rapid development are of

two kinds.- First, the human material to be used does not accept

these sudden changes readily end willingly. It takes time to

learn a new rade and still longer for new hebits to establish

themselves. Furthermore, sllowence must be made for a geograph-

ical redistribution of the population. Secondly, if we mentelly

review the inventions and discoveries with which we are familiar,

we realise that practicelly all of them have led to a saving of

labour, rather than to a saving of capital. The accumulation of

“the capital required for the application of a new process demands



a certain time and the acceleration of the rate of accumulation

1 в checked by the incresse in outlay.

Consequently, the economic tendency to introduce a more

effective combinetion of the factors of production cannot attain

its objective suddenly and, as it were, by surprise. Sudden

revolutions may taxe place, but they need to be considered in-

aividuslly: en example taken from e disastrous upheaval cannot

serve to illustrate the problems inherent to normal evolution.

Furthermore, in e world where changes occur in rapid

. succession, while long-range effects have, in many cases, no

time to reach their meximum development, the immediate reactions

teke on à vital inportanese. If ve confined ourselves solely to

the consideretion of tnese reactions, we should be guilty of de

plerable shortsightedness; on the other hand, if we ignored then

entirely, economie science would be reduced to impotency as re-

cords the problem of industrial fluctuations.

JI.

The dynamic ELEMENTS of change, verigtion and progress

have alweys produced, and will continue to produce, industrial

fluctuations. 'Tould these fluctuations be aggravated by а

greater use of machinery?

The mechenisation of human labour undoubtedly makes it

possitle to-day to produce large quantities of goods in e short

space of time. But it is one thing to say that the generelised

use of chemistry and electrification tend to ensure continuity

of manufacture, and enother to allege that their use necessarily

leads to uninterrupted output.

Unless unforeseen factors upset a market, commercial

experience determines the : quentity. of availeble stocks in the



current seles of each industry end trade. It is not absolutely

necessary to regard these stocks as immutably fixed for each in-

dustry or for each phrse of the economie cycle,

loreover,a general increase in the quentity of goods

produced does not necessarily result in economic depression,

even if it is unaccompanied by a corresponding increase in curren-

ey circulation.

Increase in production can bring about a fall in the

unit prices of the articles produced, but not necessarily a de-

crease in the total profits of tne producers or, consequently,

a slackening of output.

It follows that en economic depression which sets in

simultaneously with a fall in prices .should nct be attributed to

an increase in production but to a reluction of expenditure on the

part of the consumer. Since the money in circulation is derived

from the consumers! incomes, these incomes are proportionate to

the quantity of goods produced and will therefore ensure their

absorption under normal conditions, thet is, when the sum total

of incomes is.spent.‚on consumption and investment.

IV.

In industry, there are transformations and changes of

method which are inseparable from the dynamic force behind the

progress of modern society.

The disturbences which are caused by these changes are

more or less proportional to the rapidity with which an innova-

tion is introduced; such are the changes in the use of materials,

in methods of construction or production, and in the ratio between

the part played by machinery and that played by manual labour.

Some of these changes ere more or less continuous and



imply =n increase in the demand for certain implémentst of pro-

uetion.: -- an increase that is not compensated by a corres-

ponding decrease in the demand for other iupretents.;- Côris ب

sequently, the effect may he not only an increase in the pro-

duction of the goods in question, but also an increased demand

for other erticles dependent on them. And if we look back, we

ind thet toe really €poch-making advances in technique have

H
ébrought forth new industries mor: oftten than they have helped

to mature, cr interfered with the development of, industries cf

long stending.

1
у.

Side by side with the advent of new industries, we

must direct our attention to the radical chenges that machinery

and mproved processes heve introduced in the older fields of

productive activity

Men are working less and less with the ir hands and

more and more with the help of eis, with the result that per-

petual fluctuations =nd unexpected redistributions of workers

cheracterise the demand for lebour, both in respect of quantity

. Men, who for many years were confident that they could

satisfy the demands made in a certain branch of work, suddenly

find that conditions have changed; their pLa-: in the industrial

process has been abolished; the experience and proficiency which

they have acquired at the cost of trenendous efforts are hence-

forth useless; they themselves have become superfluous beings,

unless they wish and know how to learn a new trade or can turn

to some occupation for whieh they ETE but little adapted, The

use of machinery cen, in some inshances, merely facilitate work



and permit of a reduction in the number of requisite hands and

y increase in the demand for labour,
€nours, without, however, an

The protest then made is tnt machinery is harmful to the work-

ing community since it jeopardises the chances that a worker

may have of finding employment.

It sous Sines happens also thet part of the work is

done elsewhere, thet is to say, instead of manufacturing an

article in its entirety in one factory, work is confined to the

finishing of a half-finishei product or to the assembling of

parts prenared by a new industry. In such a case, the work us-

ually done ny one ceterory of workers is transferred to another

catesory: for example, the carpenter is ousted by the worker in

concrete, Though there may be no elimination of lebour, there

nevertheless a movement in which some profit to the detriment+
+ ui

© f others. The benefits will sometimes be reaped by a highly

skilled worker; sometimes by the man to whom the duty of operat-

ing e machine is ellotted, while the average worker will be sac-

rificed, especially if he lacks that versetility necessary for

edapting himself to the new state of affeirs. This is all the

more likely to happen sinde the different trades are still divid-

ed into watertight compartments and labour cannot be compared

with & fluid mass thet would fill the different branches of pro-

auction ga if they were inter-comected vessels. It is for this

reescn thet any readaptaticn of work to new conditions encounters

”

oreover, the demands made on labour in+
4

numerous élffieculties.

time of transition or crisis sre rarely uniform; usually, they

are cf а manifold and veried cheracter, celling sometimes for-
С

physical aptitude, sometimes for intellectual proficiency, neces-

sitating in some cases exceptional patience and something approach-

ing automatism, end, in others, initiative and even inventive genius.



It is true that Marshall pointed out that the more

and more general use of complicated machine tools demands gen-

eral intelligence rather then manuel skill on the part of

workers. There is therefore a growing tendency to replace the

old insurmountable barriers between the different trades by

"lines of subtle delimitaticn” whieh cen easily be crossed as

soon as a fairly sound interest entices one to do so.

It would perhaps be more logical to maintain that,

at present, technicel innovations tend rather to the integra-

tion then to e division of work: in support of this claim, we

could cite the recent progress in the dyeing industry &nd in

the menufacture of window-glass.

It should be added, however, that this general skill

which can transfer itself without difficulty from cne trade to

another is, year by year, becoming more important in relation

to manual dexterity and to the technical knowledge to be found

in the limited field of e specialised industry. Consequently,

there will be fewer obstacles to a "horizontal movement of

adults from one trade to another, from one situation to another,

or from one establishment to another.

YT,

In support of the foregoing remarks concerning the

qualitative fluctuations of labour, we might cite the slacken-

ing äomto be noted in many industries as a result of the re-

newal of hands and the recruiting of apprentices.

Modernindustries, such as electrotechnies, the

motor trade and the majority of factories equipped with mechan-

ical plant, have no use for apprentices as they were known in

the past. On the one hand, the skill that a worker must pos-

‘sess in order that he may profitably be employed is acquired



so soon thet sllmeWcomers are suppose. to be capable of "making

‘zood"; on the other hand, owing to the rapid changes and unend-

ing innovations made in technique, the thorough preparation of

certain operations thnt are current to-day may become entirely

useless to-morrow. Whet is required of a worker is far less ex-

perience of a few special operations than a sufficiently bright

intelligence end the faculty of supple adaptation. |

The consequence is that general education, a certain

‘store of more or less scientific ideas, are far more useful to

& young workmen than the slowlyripening fruits of professional

apprenticeship. To be successful in their work to-day, highly

qualified mechenics need to possess a sum of knowledge that

would formerly not have beenexpected of an engineer. But even

for e far broader cetecory of workers, specialisation often

means that they know how to calculate, drew, and rapidly solve

the mechanical cr chemical problems with which they are feced.

VII.

The mechanisation of workshops, mass production, the

division of work intc ever simpler, more automatic and more min-

ute operations, are so meny circumstances that have encouraged

the employment of women in the place of men. Certain political

reasons, the evolution of moral idets and elementary education,

available to ‘both sexes nlike, and, lastly, the displecement of

labour due to the wer heave accelerated the movement. Simulten-

eously, the rapid development of the departments for administra-

tion, correspondence, canvassing, publicity, etc., and the in-

crease in number of the grades of clerks in the se services, has

become an outstending feature of the economic system of the

present day. On all sides, the ratio of clerks to hands is

changing to the adventage of the former, and, everywhere, the
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mumber of women tends to exceed that of men in these posts,

This may be explained by the fact that, over and above the

actual work of nroduetion, thought must be given to the eXtra-

ordinary efforts made by those whose task it is to ensure the

distribution of menufactured goods. The annals of commerce

record quite a number of new enterprises that have flourished

immediately they were launched. Lerge stores deal exclusively

in wireless receivers, others in gramophones and records. The

еррезгепсе оп the market of a multiplicity of rubber goods is

of very. recent date, and the same spplies to ertificiel silk

and a host of. mechrnical devices totally unknown to the house-

wife of twenty or even ten years ego. There ere elso the "One

Price" stores thet have revolutionised. the retell trade.

The designing of appropriate shopfronts, the art of

originel window-dressing and the striking display of wares ere

also of recent date end have already resulted in the training

of a category of specirlists in this work.

Publicity methods are constantly changing; posters are

often costly crentions, requiring the collaboration of qualified

7ertists and ingenious tecnnicians versed in the art of illumina-

tion, the use of light metal structures, etc. Mention should

elso be made of improvements such as home deliveries, the use of

canvassers, new Toras of credit or instelment plans, gifts, etc.

ALL these factors: conbine . to create new duties and involve the

movement of whole ‘"batallions of the labour army”.
~

viii.

The evolution of technique and the organisation of

social life have undoubtedly reached a turning-point unprece-

dented in importance by any eXample of the pest.

Entirely new problems are arising from the situation
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regarding the productive forces avrilable to man and the demands

of civilised societies.

The first stage of any study intended to throw light

oh Abe effects of the progressive substitution of mechanical

forces for human labour is to determine whether the evolution

can be regarded as a constant trend in the same direction and

consisting only of changes of quantity. Is there not a turn-

ing-point where rguentity" gives place to "quality", where the

very current of hidtoriset development is reversed?

a) If there were nothing changed in the ccetual fundament-

als of the economie situation, how cen we explain not only the

atmosphere of vencmat amatets, tut also the feverish outbreak

of plans for reform: controlled economy, the Soviet Five-Year

Plan, the notion of the Cor porative State, the Roosevelt New

Deal,77

b) iy Venta years ago, the world market wrs a sort ofض

boundless ocean into which we plunged, ebandoning the "terri-

torial waters" of the more or less detras local markets. But

to-day, the whole of the world market is strictly controlled and

gauged with jealous precision; it hes no longer any surprises

to offer. There are no longer any : Wide. : horigons.: justify-

irg the anticipation of a fairly long period in which it is pos-

sible to estimate the extent of demands :nd the chances of suc-

cess of the 8332 6:6116 soupe si bars vying with each other in their

offers. It will be realised then tket the vital problem of any

form ef social discipline impesed on the rate of technical pro-

gress in order that this progress may be profitable is no longer

a subject for academic debate. It is à Question of finding a

means of checking the toc rapid changes occurring in certain

fields and of speeding up other chenges which fail to materialise.

And our mind is irresistibly attracted by the formula for an
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econonie system governed by: & methodical plan that will remedy

the disequilibrium and the dispersel of forces to be noted

“around US.o

4

e) 1676.2 not the successive movements that have te ken

place among the masses of the wage-earning proletariat -- rad-

ically changed ratio between the number of skilled worxers and

Labourers, between the number of clerks and workmen, the very

significant change in the construction placed on the expression

"gpecinlisation”, ete, -- have not all these factors re sulted

in the lebour market and all thet concerns it (beginning with

the riotion of class and ending with the normal coefficient of

employment snd unemployment) becoming a concept thet bears no

resemblence to whet this term meant in 1860, or even in 19107%

à) Toes not rationslisstion imply certein very effi-

cacious end, perhaps, vechnical innovations, but innovations

that have nothing in coumon with inventions and the use of new

machinery (the whole idea of the Taylor System, for example)?

How then can we apply to (1596 methods of labour economy

the old hypotheses of resabsorption by the employaent of workers,

discharged from one branch of industry, in a branch of recent

او
y

.15

A study of the effects oí technical progress, viewed

from the angle of their duration and dynamism, should lead to

fairly sound conclusions regarding the problems thet have here

been nerely mentioned. It is necessary, however, to avoid the

danser of over-generslisation; it would be prefersble to limit

somewhat the renge of our venti rations by giving them more

depth and grester precision. But if, on the other hand, it is

desired to pursue the analysis ferther, the Tollowing points



should be taken into consideration:

1. Definition of technical progress.-
ee|

 

Technical progress might be defined thus: Any modifis

cation in prccesses of production involving:

г} an incresse in the yield of human labour;

b) the creation of « new industry or new trade

It would seen advisable to eliminate from the subject

of study the words "machinisme" or "mechanisation"; these terms

ere. intimately associeted with the ides of iron and steel ap-

pliances end, strictly speaking, do not, therefore, comprise:

rll the innovations that human ingenuity has introduced into

modern economic life.

\

IL. Rate of technical Progress .—~
e —]l[——]———[—>— 

 

RH

In his analysis, Lederer emphasised the part played

by the rate of technical progress in the labour merket, and it

is generally agreed (Schumpeter, Bounatian) that this rate varies

with the phases of the economie cycle. It is supposed to accel-

erate during a trade boom and to slacken during a period of de-

pression.

But an isolated and static analysis of the conditions

under which & manufacturer should find it advantageous for him

to adopt new processes would point to the conclusion that it is

first of all the reising of the wege standard in relation to

the figures of the other factors of production (perticulerly

interest) which encourares the introduction of innovations. It

is precisely during a period of depression, however, thet rates

of interest ere low, whereas actucl wages are high.

How are we to explain this contradiction?

Have the observ- tions of the rate of technical pro-

gress been defective, or is it tie static analysis that is in
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edequate? Are we to assume that there is a different rate for

the two kinds of technical progress?

III. Technical progress and investment.

Ina system of free competition, is it not probable

 

that any noteble innovation implies a tendency towards over-

equipment, since each producer anticipates a profit due to a

reduction of cost prices and increased sales thenks to lower

sele prices?

In. the case of. an important technicel advance, applied

chiefly to a certain industry, is it not to be feared that a

flow of capital invested in thet industry will check the devel-

opme::t of other industries and thus indirectly cause unemploy-

ment?

Can it be conceived thrt measures of controlled econo-

my will prevent or limit over-equipment?

“IV. Technical progress end economic rigidity.-
ee

  

Toes not technical progress, manifested by en in-

crease in the general cost of industriel rroduction, introduce

an element of rigidity in the machinery of price adjustments?

As this rigidity consists in a tendency to maintain

price levels, often becked up by the formation of industrial

combines, during а period cf depression, is it not a cause of

unemployment?

V. Technical progress and the vocational qualifica-

  

tions of workers.-

   

Whether technical progress takes the form of replacing

humen labour bymachinery, or consists in the creaticn of a new

industry, it provokes, in the demand for labour, variations that

are not onlyquantitative but also qualitative. It does so by
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intensifying this demand in respect of certain trades end re-

ducing it for others.

Are we to assume thet, on the whole, the standard of

qualifications required has fellen or risen?

Is it possible to distinguish different effects accord-

ing to the age and sex of the workers, and, more particularly,

according to the different groups of occupations?

Heve these variations teen reflected by changes in

wages? Is it likely that the tendency to increase wages, which

must be foreseen in cases where the stendard of specirlisation

necessary for certein technical innovations is particularly high
+ ,4

will delay the ultimate diffusion of thet innovation?

furthermore, will not the differentiation of wages due

to technical progress have an influence on the vocational guidance

cf young persons? And will not this differentietion vary consid-

erably according to the rate of technical progress, thus causing

greater insecurity, especielly for skilled and quelified workers”

Two kinds of scientific monogrephs would be of utmost

velue in replying to thess questions.

Ou the cone hand, e close study should be made of defi-

nite cases; an analysis should he made, for example, of the var-

iations undergone by & given branch of industry in relation to a

technical innovation adopted for that branch. On the other hand,

studies should also be devoted to a given region or country.

'he conclusions reached might perhaps permit the draw-

ing up of a progremme of industrial policy which would be both

practical and beneficial; in any case, they would throw a search-

ing light on certain aspects of social life, regerding which con-

siderable perplexity ond snxiety have accumulated.


